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Fig.Fig. 2.1 Light microscopic image of paint cross-section van c/cr Weyden 1.1166 lb); seven Livers in this 

paintpaint crass-section can he distinguished and are numbered from top to bottom (layers 1-7). 

Fig.Fig. 2.2 Reflation FTlR-images. false colour images. Red represents a high absorption: FTIR-unagc 

(a)(a) at 1706 cm represents the embedding medium, fb) at 141 v cm and to at 13*2 cm'1 show the pres-

enceence of carbonates. The FTlR-image id) at 1000 em images the silicon-oxygen vibration and Ic) at 

15141514 cm the asymmetric vibration oj lead carboxylate. The layers 11. 4. 5 and 6), which can be dis-

cernedcerned are indicated in the images. 
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__ SIMS images showing the spatial distribution of the mm/ ion counts (TIC - and TIC-), sodium, 
aluminium,aluminium, copper, lead, calcium, iron, .sulphur, chloride and carbonate detected in the SIMS spectra 
otot /he paint t ross-sec tion van tier Weyden in positive (250 \ 250 urn ) and negative mode (300 x 300 
urnurn /. The /avers (I. 3- 7) detectable with SIMS arc indicated in the images. Yellow represents high inten-
sitysity and black low Yields. 



Fig.Fig. 2.8 SIMS images showing the spatial distribution "/ deprotonated palmitic acid fm/z 255) and 
stearicstearic acid (m/z 283) and a sum image of palmitic and stearic acid lead soap (m/z 461-463. 489-491) 



Fig.Fig. 4.1 Detail of 'Triumphal Procession with Sacrificial Bull' by P. de (Jrebher (16511/ tOran/czaal. 

HuisHuis Ten Bosch Palace. The Hague, The Netherlands) showing grayish strokes on top oj the red dress. 

TheseThese highlights consist of blackened vermilion. Photo: L. Spelters. Stichting Restauratie Atelier 

LimburgLimburg (SRAL), Maastricht. The Netherlands. 

PortraitPortrait of a Young Woman by Peter Paul Rubens 11620s) displayed in Royal Picture Gallery 

Mauritshuis.Mauritshuis. The Hague finv. no 251). 

FiguresFigures in colour: Ch 
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Fig.Fig. 4.2 Light microscopic image under white light (A) and UV illumination (B) illustrating the partial 

photodegradationphotodegradation of a vermilion particle. The hackscattered electron image (BSE) (C) shows the struc-

turaltural difference between the red and the black area. The horizontal lines are due to polishing, the text 

refersrefers to the particle marked X. EDX spectra of Spot analyses (D) in black (SI), red (S2) and white (S3) 

areaarea demonstrate the different elementary compositions of the native material and the reaction prod-

ucts. ucts. 

FiguresFigures in colour: Chapter 4 



Fig.Fig. 4.3 The light microscopic images under while light I A) and UV'light (B) illumination and hackscat-

teredtered electron image (BSE)((') of the partially degraded vermilion paint in paint cross-section 

\4H251\4H251 26 corresponding with the area analysed by EDX imaging. X-ray maps of intact IR) and black-

enedened (111 vermilion in the layer reveals the spatial distribution o/ mercury (lig L)(D), sulphur (S K)(E) 

andand chlorine (CI K)(F). 

file:///4H251
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Fig.Fig. 4.4 The arrow in the light microscopic image IA), which is representing the scanned SIMS area oj 
thethe partially degraded vermilion paint in MH251 26, indicates the direction of the line scan. SIMS 

imagesimages oj the sulphide (Bi and chloride (C) represent the distribution qj these ions over the partially 

degradeddegraded vermilion paint lava: The line sL-an (D), illustrates the distribution of chlorine imd sulphur 
fromfrom top to bottom in the paint cross-section. 
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Fig.Fig. 4.5 Distribution of sulphur and chloride and the molecular distribution in a partially degraded ver-
milionmilion paint; the arrow in the light microscopic image (A) and UV-light image (B), which is represent-
inging the scanned SIMS urea, indicates the direction of the line scan (C). The negative SIMS image of 
mercury-halogenmercury-halogen cluster ions elucidates the position ofS~ (D), Ct (E), (HgS)CI' (Ft. t/IgCI )CT (G), 
(HgS)(SCl)Ct(HgS)(SCl)Ct till.  (HgCl) Ct <I)  in the partially degraded vermilion paint. The numbers 1-4 in the 

SIMSSIMS images refer to vermilion particles in the corresponding light microscopu images. 



SupplementarySupplementary Fig. 4.1 The BSE-image visualises a black partiele containing hotspots of smaller 
thanthan 100 nm. These hotspots are nanoparticles of metallic mercury. 
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Fig.Fig. 4.7 Scheme of the proposed mechanisms of the degradation process oj the red vermilion into a 

blackblack and finally a white product. 
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'The'The Anatomy Lesson oj Dr. Nicolaes Tulp'by Rembrandt van Rijn (canvas. 
lined)lined) displayed in Royal Picture Gallery \dauritshuis, The Hague, The 
NetherlandsNetherlands liny. no. 146). 

DetailDetail oj a residual piece oj commercial preprinted canvas used by I.I'. 

ChurchChurch in the middle a large aggregate protruding through the paint surface. 
TheThe canvas is pan of the I.E. Church estate in Olana (near Hudson. Vew 
York)(photo:York)(photo: Dr. E. Ferreira, AMOLF). 

'Herald'Herald with trophy, medallion and cartouche containing pictures of the triumph oj Frederik Hendnk 
atat Breda (1637) and at Gennep (16411 'painted by Christiaen van Couwenbergh (165J, canvas) is part 
ofof the paintings ensemble in the Orantezaal oj the Royal Palace Huis ten Bosch. The Hague. The 
NetherlandsNetherlands dm: no. SC/1307). 

file:///dauritshuis


TheThe triptych (oak panel) by unknown nothern painter is displayed in Sherborne Abbey Almshouse 

(Dorset.(Dorset. I K) and owned by the National Trust. 

TheThe reverse oj the panel painting 'The Bad Clue/' (fragment) attributed to the I5tn century Flemish 
artistartist the Master oj Flémalle is displayed in the Stadelsches Kunstinstitul in Frankfurt, Germany (Inv. 

6)6) (photo: Pro/ van Asperen de Boer). 



ImpasseImpasse des deux frères eind Moulin de Poivre {F347) (canvas, wax lined) by Vincent van Gogh lMarch 

-- mid April 1887) The painting is in the collection of the Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh 

Foundation)Foundation) in Amsterdam. The Setherlands 

'Sydney'Sydney Harbour overlooking Taylor's Bay' by the Australian artist IV. Lister Lister (canvas. 1912) is 

onon display in the Queensland Art Gallery. Brisbane. Australia 
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Fig.Fig. 5.1 Analytical imaging studies of paint cross-section MII146 B38 taken from The Anatomy Lesson 
ofof Dr. Vicolaes Tulp'by Rembrandt van Rijn (1632). White light microscopic image (A) andbackscat-
teredelectronteredelectron image (BSE-image) tli) reveal the layer buildup andgranulometry. I-'TIR images repre-
sentsent carbonate carbonyl groups at 1400 cm (C) and lead carboxylases at 1510 cm (D) (red repre-
sentssents high and blue low intensity). An outline illustrates the three layers and the circle in layer 3 is 
indicativeindicative for the large lead white particle in this layer. S/\IS-images represent lead f - ," m/z 206-211*) 

(E)(E) and deprotonated palmitic acid(-; m z 255) (F). A part of the positive SIMS spectrum presents I'h 0 
atat m z 426-432. PhOH at m/z 443-449. PhOOCfC/l) ('II  at m/z 461-463 ami PbOOCfCH I CH at 
m/zm/z 489-491 (G). 

FiguresFigures in colour: Chapter 5 



Fig.Fig. 5.2 Light mu roscopU image (A) and corresponding BSE-image (B) elucidates paint cross-section 
MilMil  146 B39. FTIR images of carbonates at 1395 cm (I') and lead carboxylates at 1514 enr' (D) reveal 
aa partially saponified layer 3. Two I-'TIR spec tra (E) derive each from a pixel in the FTIR image, indi-
catedcated with an arrow. Tlie asteriks indicates a large lead white particle in layer 2. BSE-images represent 
detaileddetailed areas oj layer 2 (F, G) and layer 3 ill)  (detail oj layer 3 is indicated with a square in fig. 5.2b). 
SISI \IS image oj leach-, m 'z 208) anddeprotonated'palmitic acids (-; m 'z 2>>i  are depicted in Fig 5.21 
andand J, respectively. 



Fig.Fig. 5.J Paint cross-section MH146/B37 contains a lead soap aggregate in the /aver 2 and in layer 3, 

whichwhich is visible in the white light (A) and UVmicroscopic image (B). BSE-image (C) reveals different 
granulometrygranulometry in the two lead white-containing layers 2 and 3. BSE-image (D) oj a magnified area clii-
<[dales,, the top side oj the aggregate positional m layer 3. Fig. 5.3E and ' represent the ITIR images 
ojoj lead carboxylate tit 1505 cm (E) and carbonates at 1385 cm (F). Thi loop in the outline indicates 
thethe position of the aggregate. 
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F(gg 5.4A-H Paint cross-section HSTB43 3 originating from 'Herald' (south-west) by Christiaen van 
('ouwenberghh (1651) is depictured in the light microscopU images, white light (A) and L I' (B), and in 

respondingresponding BSE-image (C). BSE-image tlh andX-ray maps <>i  lead (Pb \h (E) and carbon (CK) 
ealeal the large lead soap aggregate. Lead carboxylates arc detected and imaged with FTIR at 1516 

cmcm (G) ami carbonates at 1408 cm ill/ 



Fig.Fig. 5.4I-M SIMS Images show the distribution of lead (4. m 'z 208)(I), deprotonatedpalmitic acids (-; 
m/zm/z 255)1.1). chloride (-; m/z 35)(K) ami sodium I  m/z 23)(L). A partial positive SIMS spectrum pres-
entsents Ph at m/z 41(1-416. l'h () at m : 426-432. PhOH at m/z 443-449. PbiCIO (m 'z 461-469). which 
overlapsoverlaps with PbOOC(CHi)I4CII at m/z 461-463 (M). 

'hapter'hapter 5 



Fig.Fig. 5.5A-1 A large lead soap aggregate is visible in the while light microscopic image (A) of a paint 
cross-sectioncross-section originating from the preprimedcanvas used by Frederic /.'. ('hurch (1826-1900). Tin BSE-
imageimage and X-ray maps of carbon (CK) (C), Oxygen (OK) (D), lead (PbM) (E) and calcium (CaK) (F) 
exposeexpose the particle and elemental distribution. FTIR images slum lead carboxylates 1G1 in theaggre-
gattgatt and carbonates 111) in the rest oj the paint sample. Two FTIR spectra derived from a single point 

inin the aggregate anil m the paint matrix (I). 



FigFig 5.5J-P SIMS images oj the gold-coated paint cross-section (2 nm) depicture lead (+;  m/z 206-208) 
(J),(J), calcium (-; m z 40) (K) and lead stearic acid salt (+;  m 'z 489-491) (l.i. deprotonatedstearic acid 
(-;(-;  m z 283) (M), deprotonated azelaic acid (-; m/z 187) (N) and the CII (CH > COO- fragment ion of 
fattyfatty acids (-: m 'z 141) (O). An overlay derived from the corresponding BSE-image (P) is plotted over 
thethe SIMS images. The circular feature in the centre oj the paint sample (indicated with the dashed area), 
anan area on the right covering  of layer 3 ami a scratch leading Iron: middle top to middle right cen-

tretre are sample preparation artefacts. 

Figures Figures 



Fig.Fig. 5.6A-F The white light microscopic image (A) of the paint cross-section CIA 1577 R$f)6 derived 

fromfrom 'The Sherborne Triptych' (unknown northern painter 15™ Century) elucidates a large lead wap 

aggregateaggregate and a porous residual lead-tin yellow particle in a lead-tin yellow-containing paint layer. 

FTIRFTIR images present lead carhoxylate at 1531 cm tB) tC. is overstated) and copper carboxylate at 

15821582 cm (D). An outline plotted over the FTIR image is deduced from the light microscopic image. 

BSE-imagesBSE-images represent the paint t ross-section (E) and a detail oj the right part oj the lead soap aggre-

gategate IF). 



Fig.Fig. 5.6G-0 BSE-image (G) andX-rqy maps oflead(PbA$ (H) and tin (SnL) ill  indicate the large lead 
snapsnap aggregate, SIMS-images represent copper <  m/z 63) (J), lead i -: m 'z 2ns, <Ki. tin (-. m z 52) 
(L),(L), the sum of deprotonatedpalmitic ami stearic acid <-;  m z _\v  m z 2*3) (M). palmitic acid lead 
snapsnap I r; m z 461 --163) (N) ami chloride (-: m z 35) (0). 
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Fig.Fig. 5. 7 Light microscopic image (A) elucidate paint cross-section A342 18. The asteriks in all images 
isis indicative for the position of a large metal soa/) aggregate. FTIR images <</ carbonates at 1398 cm 
t/1)t/1) and lend carboxylates at 1516 cm (('i reveal a saponified lead-tin yellow lava- (3). An outline is 
plottedplotted over the FTIR images; the two round ft atures in layer 3 arc indicative for two aggregates. The 
BSE-imagBSE-imag (D) represents the paint cross-section. X-ray maps of carbon (CK) (E), lead(PbM) (F) and 
tintin (SnL) (G) show details oj a /cad soap aggregate (square in Fig. 5. 7B indicates tht analysed area). 
SIMS-imagesSIMS-images represent lead 1i. m z 208) (II). tin (+;  m z 52) tli. the sum of' deprotonatedpalmitic and 
steamsteam acid (-; m z 255 - m z 283) (J) and chloride (-; m z 35) (K) fsquan in Fig 5. 7A illustrates the 
analysedanalysed area/. 



Fig.Fig. 5.8A-G Paint cross-section F347-I originating from 'Impasse des deux frcres and Moulin de 

PoivrePoivre ' by I 'incent van Gogh (1887) is depictured in the light microscopic images in white light (A) and 

LL I ' (B). Two reflection FTIR spectra derived from a single point in layer 2 and layer 4 (C). FTIR images 

ofof metal carhoxylates at 1535 cm (D) and carbonates at 1395 cm (E) reveal a saponified layer 2 and 

4.4. BSE-image (F), 'detail of lover 4 (G)) reveal the middle part of the paint cross-section. 

FiguresFigures in colour: Chapter 5 
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FigFig 5.8H-M BSE-image (F), (detail oj Liver 4 (G)) and corresponding X-ray maps oj carbon (CK) i/li. 
oxygenoxygen (OK) (I), zinc (ZnK) (J) and lead (PbM) (K) reveal the middle pari oj the paint cross-section. 
TheThe BSE-image of a detail (indicated with an arrow in the X-ray maps) is depictured in Fig. 5.8L. Lint 
scansscans iMi drawn over a zinc soap aggregate with a bright spot illustrate the distribution oj carbon /yel-
low),low), zinc (pnrplei and lead (cyan). 
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Fig.Fig. 5.9 White light microscopic image (A) and BSE-image (B) of paint cross-section KM224/2a from 

thethe 'Les Alyscamp' by Vincent van Gogh (F486) reveal two large zinc soap aggregates. A detail of the 

FT1RFT1R spectrum (C) derived from a spot on the left aggregate I'red line) shows peaks at 1531. 1458 and 

14031403 cm'. FTIR spectrum derived from a spot on the right aggregate (blue line) shows peaks at 1531. 

1458,1458, 1403 and 1368 cm'. FTIR images of peaks at 1531, 1403 and 1368 cm' are depictured in Fig. 

5.9D.5.9D. E and F. respectively. The outline plotted on the FTIR image indicates the position of the miner-

alisedalised matter. 

FiguresFigures in colour: Chapter 5 
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Fig.Fig. 5.10 Paint cross-section RWS5 originating from the painting 'Woolshed, Vew South Wales'by the 
AustralianAustralian artist R. Godfrey Rivers (1890) is shown in the light microscopic images in white light (A) 

andand I 'V (R). The FTIR image at 1542 em elucidates the presence oj zint carboxylates in the /avers 3 
andand 4. BSE-image (D) visualises the aggregates that consist oj a brighter centre and a dark rim. SIMS-

imagesimages represent lead (+, m : 208) (E), zinc (I. m 'z 65) (F), deprotonatedpalmitic acid '-: m 'z 255) 
till.till.  The three P 'S ratios representative for layer J (P/S I. 7), 3 (P 'S 2) and 4 (P S 3) are shown in the 
ionion image oj deprotonated palmitic acid. 

ir:ir: Chap 



Fig.Fig. 5.11 The paint cross-section I.LSI!I presented in the white light microscopic image (A) is taken 

fromfrom 'Sydney Harbour, overlooking Taylor's Bay'by the Australian artist W. Lister Lister (1912). BSE-

imageimage (B) visualises a detail oj the zinc soap-containing layer 5: the arrow indicates a string of zinc 

soapsoap emerges trom the paint matrix. A line scan (C) elucidating the intensities of carbon (orange), oxy-

gengen (blue) and zinc (pink) was drawn over two aggregates, one with a bright spot in the centre (posi-

tionedtioned left) and one where the central soap mass is emerging from of the paint matrix (positioned on the 

right).right). The BSE-image oj I'.LSI 12 in Fig. 5.1 ID illustrates zinc-containing nanocrvsta/s in aggregates. 
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